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This Summer: We are learning how to stand 

in a place of freedom from the past.

Come Fall: From that place we will mobilize 
a church on the move.

Right Now: We need tools to cut the 
restraints that will limit our movement.

Today: Ripple Effect Forgiveness


I. Conventional Thinking

Jesus is breaking new ground: Restoration 
friendly confrontation.

Peter’s loophole concern: Repeat offenders
Jesus’ answer: Counting is irrelevant!
Peter’s suggestion is an improvement in a 

flawed system.

Jesus then tells a story to drive 
home His point.


II. Vertical Forgiveness

Typical household master / servant story
Performance audit – servant flagged
Nothing unusual: Amount is extreme but 

process is familiar – liquidate!
Incredible plot twist #1


Plot Twist #1

Please, be patient 
with me, and I 
will pay it all.

Then his master 
was filled with 
pity for him, and 
he released him 
and forgave his 
debt.


II. Vertical Forgiveness

This should have become the single defining 
event of His life.

This is what God has done for us!
He deserves our whole-hearted devotion but 

receives hardened defiance!
If God were counting our offenses…

We bask in the great wealth of 
grace that yields inexhaustible 

forgiveness!
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II. Vertical Forgiveness

God chooses to deny our sin the power to 
diminish our relationship.

There may be consequences but no lessening 
of His love for us or of His commitment to 
our best.

This is how parents operate.

Such forgiveness is a gift, but gifts 
must be unwrapped to be enjoyed.


III. Horizontal Forgiveness

Here is a second stunning plot twist.
Although the amount was trifling by 

comparison, the unforgiving steward 
assigned another with an identical plea to 
debtor’s prison. 

This steward made a startling declaration!

God allows men to live in the 
world of their choice!

“My heavenly Father will also do the same 
to you, if each of you does not forgive his 

brother from your heart” (Mt. 18:35).
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The forgiven man asks, “If God has freely 
forgiven me such an impossibly large 
debt, how can I deny my brother 
forgiveness in all other matters, matters 
which are so comparatively 
insignificant?”
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III. Horizontal Forgiveness

The forgiven are empowered to forgive even 
the unrepentant and oblivious!

This is not a denial of consequences or the 
need for change.

It is not even a denial that something 
happened – forgiveness allows us to talk 
about it!


III. Horizontal Forgiveness

Encouragement: When we forgive others, 
especially when it is costly forgiveness, it 
confirms that we belong to Jesus.

Although forgiveness must be received to be 
enjoyed by the receiver, it benefits the giver 
even when it isn’t received!
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III. Horizontal Forgiveness

A failure to forgive allows the sin of another 
to produce enduring and self-induced heart 
damage in the one sinned against.

“The paradox of vengefulness is that it makes men 
dependent upon those who have harmed them, 
believing that their release from pain will come 
only when they make their tormentors suffer. In 
seeking the Bird's death to free himself, Louie had 
chained himself, once again, to his tyrant. During 
the war, the Bird had been unwilling to let go of 
Louie; after the war, Louie was unable to let go of 
the Bird.”
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“At that moment, something shifted sweetly inside 
him. It was forgiveness, beautiful and effortless and 
complete. For Louie Zamperini, the war was over.”
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Have you never received the lavish gift 

of God’s forgiveness? It is yours for the 
taking!

Have you struggled to forgive those 
who have sinned against you? You 
have been forgiven to do this!

Your freedom awaits

I was wrong.
I forgive you.


